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Abstract

The.neutron - proton total cross section has been mr:asured with 1.S/. precision

between the energies of 25 and 45 MeV. Results aïe compared to other high

precisÍon measurements bôtween 20 ancl S0 MeV,
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1.1 TNTRODUCTTON

There have been two main reasons for the recent interest in the

neutron-proton total cross section. A paper rvas published by G. Fireuss

and T. Czibok in 1969 (1) that predicted the cross. section would vary

with energy in an oscillatory manner. In already-existing Cata, they

shor,vecl evidence for a conceivable oscillation of about 50 to 70 millibar¡

which is about 5% of the total cross section. If these oscillations

had existed, they rvould have thrown doubt on the shape independent, 
:

effective range theory (2). As a result of this paper, various

laboratories proceeded to measure the cross section to high accuracy

and the laboratory .at Karlsruhe shortly afterwarcls published a set of
measurements in the range of 0.7 to 32 ì4eV, with accuracy of better

than tr^ro percent (3). Their calculations and. data showed that. the

probability of the existance of such oscillatj.ons was very l-ov/.

The second source of interest v¡as a phase shift analysis by

M.II. MacGregor et atr (4) in Lg6g. Total cross sections calculated :

from the phase shifts can be compared to rneasured val-ues. Àt the

time these phase shifts were published, the best data available were

from }lanvel-l (5). However, the uncertainty in the measurements was

quite large (about !5f,) ancl it lvoulcl be interesting to see hol welL

some high precision d-ata woulC fit, the calculated. cross sections.

Accorcling to results published by Brady et al. at U.C. Davis (6)

the calculated cross section is somewhat lower than the measurecl

vaÌue. ff there is in fact a fairly large discrepancyr the MacGràgor
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phase shifts shoul-d be checked with the more accurate cross section
data in mind. This v¡as another reason for making trr*e cross section.':
measurernents.

Àt the time of this experiment, the need was felt to remeasure

the total cross section at accuracies of L% or bettér. The energy range

available at the University of Manitoba was especially .useful as it
overJ-appecl the Canberra (7) and Karlsruhe results at the lower end

an.d extended well up into the rangfe measured at U.C. Davis. Since these

u¡ere the only results available with quotecl hiqh accuïacy, it was

considerecl useful to reproduce the measurements and fill in gaps

betv¡een. Then a comparison could be drawn between our dat,a altd the
other existing data.



2. I DESCITIIËIOr\I Ol¡._gHE EXTTLRIFÍLNL

Ttre êxperjment ro" puriormecl by making a tr-ansmission measurenent of

neutrons through a hydrocarbon absorber. This was compared with the transmission

through a carbon absorber wj-th a density of carbon atoms per square centjmeter I ,:.

within 21. of that of the hydrocarbon

Í?re neutrons were produced. by the reaction 7l,i(p,n)78". Thj.s is a

strongly forward peaked reaction and about 60% of the neutrons fall in a peak a.bout ,,,,,:,

I.B MeV wide, givÍng a. nearly monokinetic neutron beam, The neutron energy r¡ras
t.'-. .l'.

determined by time of flight, the tjme of neutron arrivaL at the detector being ':'i'-':

compared r¡ith that of a "prompt" gamma ray created at the target within the

same 1,5 nsec. beam pulse.

Tkre hydro"ur¡on absorber used in this expe:ri¡nent was tol-uene.' Since a

Iiquid helium cooled cell was available, calculations r.rere macle for use of

liquid methane, hydrogen sulphíde, phosphorous trihydride, and several other

substances with large amouuts of hydrogen. Also, pure liquid hydrogen waí.;

considered. However, the need to rapidty cycle absorbers (see page 19 for details)

made the use of cooled absorbers dif f icult. Solid hydrocarbons such as paraf f in , 1,.),

wax ancl polyethylene rrere consj-dered, Although pure paraffÍn was avail-able, it' I

.i:..,is hard to form into a homogeneous absorber. Unfortunately, pure polyethylene ' ',

(CHr¡was hard to locate. llence liquid toluene was used, since it is a pure liquid

hycirocarbon and v¡as readily avarílable in a spectroscopically pure sample, 
. 
Tt was 

l

contairted in a stainlcss steel cylincler ancl pJ-ates from the same stock were mounted. ',11',..

over the carbon absorber to compensate for the ends of the cyLinder,

TLre cìet¿'rils of the cxperj:nent fol-l-or,¡,
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. Figrure (1)

SCI,IEMÄTIC OF PITfSTC./\L LAYOUT

This diagram shov¡s the relative positions of the various parts of the
:,system as described in 2.2. In fact, the monitor was located,at right angles

to the prane of the paper directly above the colljmatoï, at abðut the angle strov¡n.

iil 1
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Figure (2)

DRAVJ]NG OT TT-IE ¡IEUTRON COLI,T},I/I.TOR

This is a scale drawíng of the collimator insertecÌ in the vault wall,

(Scale 1:B), The total length of the colljmator is 3.0 metres. Betr.¡een the

end of the steel col-ljmator and the exit at the right there are seven equally

spaced steel- s1ugs. These are about 10 cm, thick. Complete djmensions are

gi-ven in sectio n 2.2.
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2 . 2 EXPEI?TI"IEI'I1TI, L,¡\YOUT

PrÒtons produced froin the sector-focused cyclotron vrere focusecl undeflected

through the bending magnet onto the neutron-producíng target (figure 1). A carbon

colljmator v¡ith a 1.3 cm. dj-ameter aperture ensured that the p:roton bearn woul-d not

be trjmmed þ the pole tips of the deflecting magnet downstream. Protons passj-ng

the colljmator struck a two ¡nilljmeter thick natural lithium target where the

neutrons rvere produced, The protons hrere then deftected. into a Farad.ay cup buried

in the wall of the cyclotron vault,

The neutrons at zero degrees passed through the vacuum cha¡rlcer of the magnet

and flew j-n air to the detector in the experimental area. At the exit from the

sweepmagnet, the neutrons passed through a f.3 cm. aluminiumplate. This was used

to cut down the very lovr energy radiatj-on that came dor¡n the beam pipe from the

cyclotron itself, and v¡as al-so used to protect the photomultiplier agaj-nst accidental

proton bombardment. Between the magnet and the detector, the neutrons passed first

through the absorbers and ihen through a neutron colljmator placed in the vault wa1l.

This is shown in figure 2. The colljmator had a 46 cm. steel- cylinderwith a 1.g cm.

diameter aperture follov¡ed by seven steel slugs l0 cm, thick with 2.5 cm, diameter

apertures' 'These were distributed uniformly over the remaining 2,4 meters. The

steel was mounted in an aluminium beam pipe which passed. through the vault i,¡all

and was surrounded by leacl shot out to the 25 cm. dj.ameter of the hole. Total

calculated attenuatj-on of the colljmator through the steel was better than 104 fo::

40 I'feV neutrons. This attenuation hras checl:cd with neutron beem profile measurements

taken at the exit of the colljrnator (figure 3). The contriÌ¡utioir to the main neutron

flux at the cletector f-rom nurrtton" passing through the steel of the colljmator 1.ras

less than 0.1% for conditions in this experimcnt.

The clctector r'rhich was sltltated five rncters lrom tlrc litlr:lrrm target conr-.:lste.l .

of a Ì'IE21B liquicl scj¡ttill¿rt-or optjcally corr¡rl-ccl to ¿rn IìC¡. ¡ll;'/5 plrot-ornulti1;lier.
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Fisure (3)

PLOT OF BEAM PROFTLE

Tltis profile is shown on a semi-log scale. On the x-axis j-s detector ,,,,.,,,,.,

position measured. from J:eam centre and on the y-axis is 1og of neutron flux. 
''."-':"'

Measurements were taken wj-th a 6,5 rmn. wide þ 7.5 cm. high bf 7,5 cm. deep NE102

plastic scintillator placed narraw edge into the beam, This coupled to an ,,., ,

RCA 4518 photomultj-plier was moved across the exit of the colljmator at a distance ';':':::' r

.:-: 1.¡ -i;;-; ;:,:,:of 500 cm' from the neutron-producing target. The width of the scintillator has ::::.i:,;::,,:,

not been unfolded from this spectrum.
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The actíve size of the scintillator was 5 cm. Ín diameter by 5 -cm. thick, and the

scÍntillatär material was contained in an ¿rluminirun can about 2'nrn, thick. ïhe

'lomultiplier contained a unity gain clyrrode amplifier to provicle abase of the pho

1owjmpedanceoutputofthesigna1fromdynodenj.neofthetube'TheRCAB575is

a high gain twelve dynode tube designed for fast tjming and its- anode pulse rise
tjme is 2.I nsec. at 3 K,V. on the anode. Sj-nc.e a linear signal was reguired from

dynode níne, the tube was bj-ased at 2250 V. on the anode. This prevented. 'l

saturation at dynode nine, but stilI allowed a fast saturating tim:ing pulse to be

formed at the anode for all but'the lov¡est energy gamna rays.

Ïn the wall of the vault at about 30 degrees above the neutron colljmator was

situated a second detector called the monitor. This was the same as the first
detector but was shielded from vaul-t radiation and. opened only in the directíon of

the lithium target' It v¡as used to monj-tor the neutron fLux for normalizatíon

purposes, and onry the dynode signal from this tube v¡as used.

-ë's mentioned ear-l-i€rr. ê tirne of fligfht system v,¡as used. in this experÍment

(figure 4), fne t'i¡re to ampLÍtude converter (T¡,C) used for the timing in this
experÍment received start pulses f rom the anode of the <letector, The anode pulses i,,,,-

were clipped wj.th 28 cm. of 50 ohm cable shorted. at the end. These triggered a
:4.

zero crossinà discriminator that provicled start pulses. Stop pulses came from the

cyclotron r.f .. ThÍs means that time intervals Ïrere measurccl. starting from a

detector pulse alld encl:i-ng with a pulse derived from the cyclotron r.f . Since the 
..,.,

eventsofinterestweresynchronizedtother.f.throrighthebeanpu1sesarriving

at the lithiurn target, peal:s rvere formed at particnlar places in the time spectruin

corresponding either to lteutrons arrl-ving at tlie cltltector in a nearly monochromatic

neutron bea¡n or pronpt galTrna bursts from the lithiurn. This system woul-d produce a
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single neutron ancl ganuna peak" For the pur])ose of time calibration ancl energy

detern-inatÍon, it l'¡as convcnicnt to have a douÌ¡le spectrum in time with a second.
l

neutron and ganuna peak. This vras accomplished by stopping the TA.C every other r.f .
'i

period. A typical spectrum j.s shown in figrure 5. l\ more detailed expíanation of.:
the interpretatj-on of the spectrum for energy determination iq_ øiven ih section

3 .5 (page âA ) .

The spectrum produced in the above manner has a background of random garcnas"

and l-ol¡ energy neutrons. lf ratios of peak areð.s are to give correct cross sections

the background must be removed. This is done electronj.cally by setting an amplitude

threshold on the dynode signal. This was effective since the garuna rays and 1ow

energy neutrons produce pulses of lower amplitude than the high energy neutrons in

the peaks. This amplitude discrj¡dnator gated. the tjme of flight system.

The gatåd TA,C output v¡as analysed into 1024 channels by a Northern Scientific
.A-DC which was connected to the PDP-9 computer. This stored. the data on DEC-TApE

for future energy analys:i-s, To integrate the neutron peaks for cross section

deternr-ination, a sj-ngle ch'annel analyser was used to put a window arounC each

neutron peak in the time spectrum, T.he outl:ut pulses from the two single channel

'analysers ÏIere combined by a logic "or" gate whose output was counted by a scal-er.

^As well as this basic arrangfement, there were some additional circuits
required to obtain accurate cross sections. These are descri-bed as follows

1) For the purpose of normalizing the number of neutrons in the peaks, some

monitoring of the beam current was required. This v¡as obtained in tr^ro ways.
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The ¡nonitor detector already described as being in the cyclotron vault hacl a

thrèshoId set on its dynocte signal, just as the main detêctor had.. The

pulles over this threshold correspoiicled to high energy neutrons and thus the ,:.: :.:
.'- ..-._:.._:: I ¡.. .

nunr]cer of pulses in a given periocl vJas proportional to the neutron flux out '::'1r'.;r1;:;i1;1 
;:

of the lithium' There was also a conventional Faraday cup integrator used.

tomeasuretheprotonbeam,anditsinputwasa1sorecord.ed'onasca1er.

2) The tjme to amplitude converter r¡as not able to accept pulses from the ,.,,1.,,,t,;,,

detector for about two ruicroseconds while it was measuring, tjme and. d.elivering .i,i.::,,:1..,,:

its output pulse. The fraction of pulses lost during this tjme had to be

measured so that the normalized number of neutrons could be corrected. This

became important where the number of pulses per second. from the d.etector

changed greatly between one absorber and. the next, sj-nce a d.ifferent fraction
of the pulses i'¡ould have been Lost, Scalers to count the start pulses and

the TAC gate output providecl this informatj_on.

3) ft was desj.r..ble to have a check on the gain stability of our photomultj-i,liers

during the experìrnent, sj-nce changes in gain r,rould. have changed the threshold

and hence the nu¡lber of pulses in the.peaks. the number of pulses over the ',.:;,;,;,,,,:,;.r:-.,',.-,,,.

'. - ' ,. :'. . :: -4..

threshold was counted for each photomultiplier, Then a second hi-gher threshold 
,.:,,,'.,;,,,;;,..,1,,:. -: 

.: 
-,. .':::' .

was sèt and again the number of pulses 'hras record.ed.. Any change in gain of a

tube would have shown itself as a change j.n the ratio of the number of pul-ses

overthe1owthres}ro1dtothenumberofpu1seSoverthehighthresholc1

4) Finatly, since a prompt garuna flash r.¡as needed for energy detenrr:Lnation, the ::¡rr¡11¡'1;-':;

high pulse height threshold that reinoved all gamma pulses was gated off during

the tjme that. the pronpt ganuna rays r.Iere arriving. This provj-tled a pronLpt $

ganuna peal: in the spectrum. In order to do this, rvÍnd.orvs wcre put arouncì. the
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gamma pctú:s 1n the original time s¡;ectnun v¡ithout the thrcsholcl. These pulscs

lJere ,thcn put through .r logi c "or" into the lj-ncar got" oritÌr the thresholcl

pulSes. The full cletails of the electronfc circuit are seen most easily

from the diagram in fígure (4).

All of these scalers ltere gated on and off together by the PDP-9 computer.
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Figure (4)

E I,ECI'RONÏCS DTAGTT/\I.,Í

. The details of operation of thís system are given in the . text. The only ,,.,.,

further comments are that the first discriminator on the clipped anode line is
a zero crossing discriminator, and that the output from the ADC goes to the pDp-9

computer. This gates all scalers on and off together. The scalers labelled 1 - 6 ,' 
',:::.

record the following data:
. ::'

...: '1) The nurnber of pulses over the high dynode threshold.

2 ) The nu¡nlcer of pulses over the low dynod.e threshold

3) The number of start pulses arriving at the TAC.

4) The r*à"t of pulsr:s analysed by the TAC.

5) The nrunber of neutron pulses in the two peaks,

6 ) fhe nurnber of pulses at tn-e input to the ADC.
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Fisure (5)

It sAyIrLE TII.C OF I.'LTGIIT SpECI'RlrM

This spectrum is a typical time of flight spectrum after all gating

has been done, The prompt gamma peaks are riding on the background. and have been

gated into the otherwj-se gamma-free spectrum. Notj-ce that to the right of the

neutron peaks there'is no measureable background at all. Ihe structure to the

left of the neutron peak is the characteristic Iow energy tail of neutrons from

lithium,
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2,3 EXPERIMEN]IU, PROCEDURE

The a'bsorbers were chånged approximately every 200 seconds to try to mínimize

the effect of changes i-n the photomultiplier gaÍn, drifts in machine output, etc.,

during the period that the various absorbers were in place. Tþus, every 200 seconds

the computer stopped the scalers, the scaler readings v¡ere recorded, absorbers were

changed and data v¡as taken again in another region of the computer memory, A

separate region was kept for each absorber, The abosrbers were rotated in the

order: toluene, carbon, blank, carbon, tol-uene. After severaL cycles; the stored

data was put onto magnetj-c tape to mj-njmíze data loss in the event of an operator

mistake' Data was collected i-n this manner until the desired statistical accuracv

was obtained.

Ä close watch vras kept on the scaler readings ancl the positj-on of the windows

around the neutron peaks. In the event of a shift in phase of bean pulse relative
to the r.f ., the windows would have had to be ïe¡:êt. In fact, this was seldom

necessary' Because the scaler readings were checked carefully, malfunctions r,¡ere

noticed quickry and could be corrected with a minjmum of tjme loss,
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3.1 Ç/rt,cut,1lTIoN oF CI?,.OSS qEC'IIONS

Because of the geometry of this experiment, any neutrons that v¡ere scattered
' :.." -... -...

in the ak-¡sorbers ívould not be detected. For this reason, the neutron interaction ,';1...'.';',,

is an all or nothing process in that if it reacts at all wittr the absorber nucl-ei

it leaves the beam. ïn this way it Ís quÍte different to a charged particle which has

its energy degraded while passing through the electron clouds of a substance. As | , 1,'

a result, the attenuation takes the form:

Nr = êxp -ns-t
No

, ¡. (1)

Herer N1 is the nurnber pass;.ing through the material, No is the nunùcer incident,

i cross section

, Solving for the cross section:

I 'l- l\Ìg 
= 

å ¡¡rllÀ-
n'l- Iï.¡rL ¡rI

R. N^
N1

,¡. (2)

In this experiment, the values of N1 and No were d.eterrn-ined from the nurnber

of neutrons in the neutron peaks. The nurnleers were then normalized to the

unattenuated neutron flux and corrected for dead time in the electronics. The
;; 1i;j1;'1:;:¡:':'
:j; -:-.::..: r.:qualìtity actually deter¡n-ined in the experj:nent was the attenuatj-on factor, R. ;-:':ir:r:r:

l_.e.
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As descrl-bed earlier (page 3 ) toluene lras used. as the hydrogen absorber and

a block of..graphite v¡as used to subtract the carbon in the tolu-ene. In making the

subtraction, the nu¡rber of iarbon atoms was not balancecl exa.tty. .As a resuLt, we

had to include a further subtraction in our calculation of the proton cïoss section. ,,,,

The attenuation R is composed of an attenuation due to hydrogen, RO , plus an

attenuati-on due to the unbalanced. carbon, R".

Then R=Rp.Rc

and lnR=lnR*+lnRp '-'-'c

Substitute from the defini.ng equations (Z) and. (B) to obtain:

lnR=npt%+n.td-"

where subscripts p and. c refer to protons ancl carbcn respectively, and cross

sections are not.rnalized.
'':. :.

'''' 'l':"-":

Thereforet fip = _L (fn R - nste) (S) , ,.. . -
n^t

i
Here n" is positive since there was an excess of carbon in the toluene. If there
had been a d'efj-ciency of carbon in the toluene, the value n" would be negative. :i..::.:..,::.
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in the value of c-p derj-ved in equatÍon (S),

¡.¡ (6)

.,, (7)

standard method is used,

To determine the uncertainty

write it in two parts:

dp= lnR- Ilct o'c = A+B

Then, adding in guadrature,

Á np = [{on)z * tanl2] +

To find the individual parts, (AA) and (¿B) , the

The f irst par:t becornes:

npt rpt

u4Ê. = [¿]]*l 'n.[¿.or]' = f++-li[_a!rrlA¿, .L.rnRJ d- nptJ In1.Ìl'f iof J

and sj¡tiLarly the second term is:

lA43 = þ*i] 2ç 
l-ag,lz *Bo LnctJ Lo-"1

Since .A and B are known, equation 7 will give

... (8a)

I a(not).l2
L.ptl

a stanclard error

... (Bb)

or uncertainty.



l\n idea of the typlcal size o

is given Ëy the exarnple ln Table f.

used as a typical example.

ÀIn_R
lnR

Àn^t
tpt

AA

"012

.005

.0038

(23 )

f the varlous terms 1n these error equations

Here, the 37,11 MeV measurement has been

TABIE T

^ 
6*;.
trc

À n"t
ncI

.ÀB

.020

.005

.0013

A Ú-^6" ,0I51
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3.3 DEIERl'fili¡.Jl-.ON.OF TIJE AITEt't1l^Trot{ /\t,Ip..r1ts srÄTrst'tc.\L IJÌ{WRTI\TNTy

The attenuation factor R must be normalized and corrected for dead

t:ime. No:¡malizat*{on is accomplished þ clividing the number of peak neutrons by .l .,

the number of monitor counts in the same period. of time.

However, thj-s is still not an accurate representatj-on of the number of
neutrons sj-nce some neut?on pulses from the detector were lost during the ,'1,,,; , 

:

time the TAC was inactive. This can be corrected. since l¡e know the nunber of l

, .-,,,.,., 
, ., -

puLses that were seen at the start of the TÄC and the nunlcer of pulses the TA,C ::'

, had' analysed. þ nultiplying the number of neutrons by. the ratio of the TAC

start pulses to TA.C analysed pulses, we correct for the percentage of pulses

lost at the TA,c. The final neutron intensity i-s given þ:

where f is the nunLber of pi:al: neutrons,

M is the number of monítor neutrons,

' Ts j.s the number of TAC start pulses, and

Tg Ís the number of TÄC pulses analysed.

This must be cal-cul-ated for both No and N1 in equation (Z), Hence the attenuation
factor is:

N = I. .-!,sMTs

R=No.
N1

trhere Ns and N1 are calculated. in the above way.
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The uncertalnty in the attenuatÍon factor comes from the statistical uncertainty

in each of the eight numbers involved in lts calculation.

a. e. * = Lf+*)'" {.trj 
2

For statistj.cal values,

Aïo_= 1*
ro Ioã

So the'uncertainty in the attenuation factor j.s:

ÀR l-f+-1 +- 1-.rrrietc. låR Lro'Ì4o'Tso J

Again, eight numbers are involved, These are peak neutrons, normalization, TÄC

starts, and TAC output pulses for both absorbers. ,

.lretc] 2

. About tv¡o-thirds of the uncertainty in the cïoss sectj-on is from statistics, ....,.:^..,.-.,
- 

."r: -: 
- 
: 'a,

' with the rest coralng f rom density measurements and. uncertainty j-n carbon cross """tion". 
"l'l
:.'..'''..'
'.'. 

.' 
.: ' '
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3. 4 TNTERNAL CO¡TSTSTENCY

The absorbers v¡ere movec'l in and ouÈ of the beam with each absorber
spending 200 seconds in the bearn". For each 200 second carbon and

toluene pair, a cross section can be calculatec, although the statistical
uncertainty may be quite large. As many as twenty of these may be

required for the final high precision data. A check of the internal
consistency of the results can then be made. The standard error in
the mean can be calculated in two vrays. One way is to determine it
from the deviation between the individual cross sect.ions and the meanG

This gives an error:

qe=

where vr, is the weight of cross section %

the average, F . The value n is the number

involved.

t-n

of

the calculation of
cross sections o:

is
If

in

The other method of determining the standard error in the mean

from the statistical uncertainties of the individual cross sections.
the statistical uncertainty for cross section e is o(s , the error
the mean is:

(Fvrr¿d-r.)å

3e
ws

õ
Et

)

àws
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For the st,atisÈical

of ¿. t3 o(¡l then be'comes

caser ws is proportional to

a consistency ratío and has

-nri "1ål"ã (q - a/a! |LTj

I/d: . The ratio

the form:

*-=4i'

This ratio should be nearly unity anC the uncertainty or expecÈed

deviation from one ís:

A =t 1-zrñÐui

These ratios erere calculàted for all data used and were found to

be unity within the expected tolerances. This indicates that Èhe con-

sistency in the results is as good as the statistics, which is in the

order of 0.3 percent for rnost of the points.

In Table III the fuI1 set of 0í and 45 vaÌues usecl in !h" final
dat,a is given. Also included is the mean F anC the value of 4e /4¿

with its expected deviation from unity. Note that the values of

and Çare not complete in that density and thicknessare nbt included

in their calculation.

l.ê. and

The vaLue SIGI4A in Table If is % and is unitless and the ERROR

is due to statiãtics alone. The values for peak neutronsr'monitor

neutrons, eÈc. are summed values which were use{ in calculation of 7

which is giv"en as average sígma in the table. The consi.stency ratio
ote /"(; is aLso given with its expected deviation from unity¡ i.e. Â.

fs= In R5

f = ln E
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TABI.,E IT

ENEROf: 25.60 MeV

Siç¡Sa__ErrorSigma Error

0.543083

0.565358

0 .531071

0.565564

0.52204r

0.593155

0.548901

0.578143

0.501955

0.o2I2745

0,0212518

0,0206753

d.oztzsar

0.0207482

0.0188919

0 .0191366

0,0196813

0 .0199345

o.583277

0.564103

0,547897

0.589792

0.560408

0 .550804

0.527253

0 .562510

0.000000

0.0210803

0 .0210050

0 .0207899

0.0215038

0.0I877I2

o.0t72372

0.0192372

0.0I77845

0 ,0000000

Peak Neutrons Monitor Neutrons TA,C Starts TAC Stops

CarbonAbsorber145260.1B34659.194B30B.I942065.

Toluene Absorber 84895, 1864559 BzrrZg. 819998. ::. . .1

,'i',;:' 
'-it-,.

:.. -

;-.. . ..'..t:.Average Sigrna is 0.555045

Statistical Error is 0.0048L77

ïhe Consistency Ratio (P.27 ) is 1.2356

r .AlLowed Deviation fron 1.0 is 0.1768
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TABLE fI cont'd.

ENERGY: 26.87 MeV

Siçnna Error Sicrna Error

0 .518073

0 ,47 4557

0.491927

0 .503663

0.569640

0.521990

0, s32734

0.522084

0.s29482

0.534333

Carbon Absorber

'Toluene Absorber

0.0224877

0 .0191913

0.0190727

0.01883s3

0 .0I85334

0.oI87492

0.0185068

0 .0184045

0 .0185157

0 .02210s6

Peak Neutrons

162547.

96147,

0.5II274

0.542197

0.541982

0,514951

0.525198

0.533244

0.516554

0.535140

0.523291

0.509723

Monitor Neutrons

3314449.

329813s.

0.0219259

0 .0193338

0 .0188821

0.0187378

0.0185288

0.0189907

0 .0183193

0.182985

0.0225523

0 ,0203979

TAC Starts TAC Stops

382767I. 3808149.

1860186, 1855293.

.A,verage Sigtna is 0.522633

Statistical Error is 0.0043311

The Consistency Ratio (P.27) j_s 1.0486

Allowed Devi-ation from I.0 is 0.L622
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I'ABIü II- cont,d.

ENERGY z 26,90 i.feV

-_..

0 .534804 0.0111081 0 .547138 0 .0111670

0.519740 0.0111s11 0.527244 0.0102s76
0 . 522388 0.0102085 0 .53895S 0 .0104070 .

0.542641 0.0103613 0.000000 0.0000000

peak Neutrons Monitor Neut¡ons TAC starts TAC stops
Carbon Äbsorber 20T866. Z57336 11205060. 10821830.

Toluene Absorber 121601 745676. 6 970072, 6816759,

Average Siguna is 0,SSS1B9

Statistical Error i.s 0.0040209

The Consistency Ratio (p.27.) is 0.9692

.Allowed Deviation from 1.0 is O.ZBB7



T/\BLE IT cont'd.

ENERGY: 30.40 MeV

..: :.: :: :ìill:: : -:

(3r )

Sí

0 .47 4243

0,463709

0.461361

o.492276

0.4s4876

0.456242

0.493169

Carbon .ê,bsorber

Toluene Äbsorber

0 .0113805

0.0112755

o.0II2272

0.0113065

0 .01I3517

0.0113092

0 .0114948

Peak Neutrons

345280,

215931.

Si

0,470803

0.489235

0,482180

0.473185

0 .463201

0.464965

0.000000

Monitor Neutrons

124I388,

1237090

rror

0.0113281

0,oII2702

0.0I11270

0.0113062

0 .0113267

o.0II4444

0.0000000

TA,C Starts

8158946.

4444158.

TAC Stops

8041630.

4407907.

.Ílverage Signna is 0.472220

Statistical Error is 0.0031369

The Consistency Ratio (p.ZZ ) is 1.l-TI7

Allowed Deviati.on from 1.0 is 0.204I
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TAIJLE IT cont'd.

ENERGY: 31.96 MeV

Þigiia Error Siqma

¿-::1,¡;.¡;:1,;;;.;.¡::¡,:;:'.:.:::- !:-;ri"t.i.:.:1.t.::ì..)ii.ii:ii¿a.;-t'l;i;j:]:; j;;i*;fil.l" ji::;

Error

0.443867

0 ,44697 6

0 .38BB70

0.464431

0.444998

0.434854

0 .0140468

0 .0140085

0,0184838

0 .0156010

0.0159452

0 ,0154696

0.413896

0.423877

0.466557

0.470974

0.422900

0.000000

o .01407 37

0.0I82756

0.0183406

0 .0157836

0.0200819

0,0000000

Peak Neutrons Monitor Neutrons TAC Starts TÄC Stons

, carbon .A,bsorber 161117 6ls4o6 . z19B94B . 2].86902.

I Toluene Äbsorber 105154 . o 625938. 1r32g70, l_12gBB5,

Average Sigma is 0.449596

Statistieal Error is 0,004650I

The Consistency Ratio (P.27 ) is 1.6051

Allowed Deviati.on from 1.0 is 0.2256



T/\Ilf,E LI cont'd,

EIJERGY: 33 .96 MeV

Siqma Error

:-.::':.':;ai.-::.::::'.::'.-':-::."..1:. a;,1"..:...:;..r,:::i:.:::::ì::tl:.;

' leel

Síqrna

:::1:ì;:isl:::,i.:::l:-l::::

Error

0.366757

0.408s25

0,376L74

0,391640

0,422407

0 ,385054

0,503227

0.447903

0 ,430173

0,401813

Carbon Absorber

'Toluene Absorber

0.l_95487

o.0197279

0.0195572

0.0167438

0,0164761

0 ,01.64345

0 .0173033

0 .0r60494

0.0t52282

0 .0150328

Peak Neutrons

190517.

130640.

0 .390393

o .4197 46

0 .392945

0 .378514

0.406815

0 .394862

o.374012

0.431178

0 .396017

0 .000000

Monitor Neutrons

1939904.

1992609.

0.0191544

0.0195406

0.0168280

0.0167393

0 .0165646

0,0160683

0.0170559

0.0149488

0.0151593

0.00000û0

TÄC Starts

5613634.

3210606,

TAC Stops

5565251.

3195723.

Äverage Si$na is 0.408111-

Statistical Error is 0.0038604

fhe Consistency Ratio (P.Zl ) is 1.8607

.Allowed Deviation from 1.0 is 0.]667
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T^liJ,lì II cc¡rrt'cl,

EI'IEIIGY: 34.45 MeV

Si

0 .430281

0,47052I

0.406073

0.435395

0.4I7276

Carbon Absorber:

Toluene Absorber:

Error

0.o22t970

0.o223L79

0 .0I68783

0.017Iv40

0.o172770

Peak Neutrons

154667.

100837.

0.43567I

0 ,389356

o.424749

0.461493

0.4I8576

Monitor

120649.

118952.

Error

o,0222826

0.0225680

o.o172942

0,0tB51B7

0.0t76972

Neutrons TAC Starts

5222432.

3025542.

TAC Stops

5158844.

3003487.

.Average Sigma is 0.418SS7

Statistical Error is 0.0058418

The Consistency Ratio (p.ZZ ) is 1 .2907

Allowed Deviation from I.0 is 0.2957
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T.Í\BI.E I-f cont'd.

ENERGY: 37.11 MeV

SiS4a Error Signna

::::ì:ir::.::1i.:::ìÍ::1:::l::r:i.::rtq;::1::;:;:r::::.ir;i::,:.:ìr:-_i,:']r::,.-È,:r;,,-;:,

Error

0.355102

0 .352930

0,343699

0 .341625

0 .38 5131

0,363064

0.366482

0.333s71

0 .394185

Carbon Absorber

J.oluene Absor-ber

0 .0197983

0,0186381

0 .0186625

0.0190542

0.0192984

0 .019I390

0 .0193877

0,0IB6839

0 .0189139

Peak Neutrons

139392.

967 40 .

0.364s71

0.369589

0.384703

0.364711

0 .347 337

0.357772

0,37L344

0 .339852

0.371656

Moni-tor Neutrons

1352066,

1342633.

0.oI97276

0 .0185359

0.0189887

o.0194292

0 ,0192I0s

0 ,0I86636

0,0186409

0 .0I89624

0 ,0187340

TÄC Starts

502762r.

293777 6 .

TÄC Stops

499067 4.

2925139.

Average Sigrna is 0.361325

Statistical Error is 0.0044807

The Consistency Ratio (P.27 ) :-s O.8846

All.or.¡ed DevÍation from 1.0 i-s 0.1715
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fhRLE II cont'd.

ENERGY: 37.87 MeV

Si

o.372L29

0.399I37

0.367728

0 .35211 7

0.350943

0 .306756

0 .378632

Carbon -A,bsorber:

Toluene Absorber:

0,0231462

0.0228660

0.0232905

0.0251s77

0.0249917

0.0270583

0.0277096

Peak Neutrons

105888.

73018.

0.449574

0 .361912

0 .385081

0.385641

0 .357882

0.282097

0 .000000

Monitor

88681.

88278.

0 .0232310

0.022928I

0 .0237 533

0.0283211

o.0262692

0.0270827

0.0000000

Neutrons TAC Starts

3631114.

. 2050072.

TAC Stops

3605255.

2041388.

Average Signna is 0.370022

Statistical Error Ís 0,0068756

The Consistency Ratío (P.27 ) is t .6228

Allowed Deviation from 1.0 is 0,204I

Error



TAIII,E TI cont,d,

ENERGY | 42.81 MeV

Siçrma Error Síqma Error

(s7 )

0,2s7363

0 .3028s0

0.369s82

0,3196s1

0 .26Bs5B

0.312380

0 .334495

0.320972

Carbon Absorber

Toluene Absorber

0 .023s440

0 .0206018

0 .0196194

0 .0157997

0 .0161147

0 ,0I61307

0.01_62119

0 ,0170549

Peak Neutrons

156176

1I3750.

0 .339837

0.295452

0.333758

0.343228

o,276L04

0,287877

o,287400

0 .335213

Monitor Neutrons

1143103,

1131408.

'0.0222362

0,0192502

0 .0I58782

0 .0159381

0 .0160793

0,0156873

0 .0162869

0.0170642

TAC Sta.rts

339088s.

1931425.

TAC Stops

3369675.

1923665.

Average Sigrna is 0.308944

Statlstical Error is 0.0043107

The Consistency Ratio (P,ZZ ) is 1.7085

Allowed Deviation from I.0 is 0.1826
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3.5 ENETiGY DE'ITIÙ'ITNA].'TON

Ihe energy of the nentrons in the peak 1s determined by measuri.ng their time
, ::. -...of flight over a known 500 cm. path. This gives the velocity r,rhich is put into "''"..

the relativistic equatÍon for the kinetic energy.

Todeterminethef1ighttjme,twothingsareneeded.ltIeneed'firsttoknov¡

when the flight started. This is deternined from the arrival tjme of the prompt

f rays that left the lithitun at the same tjme as the neutrons. hle know these f ,;1.:::,,

rays took 16.7 nsec. to reach the detector

tf = 500 cm. = 16,7 nsec.
' 29,eã-æ. -

Thus we can f ind the starti-ng time,

Secondly, v¡e must know howmany r.f, periods (about 35.11 nsec. each) the

neutron is d.elayed rvíth respect to the giamrna ray before it is detecterl. This is
necessary since our tj¡ne spectrum is rea.ily made up of two r.f. periods so that

35'11 nsec. is the longest tjme we can d.irectly measure. Thus to get the correct, ;,,::',',:',',:..::,1

ireutron flight tíme, the nrunber of r.f . period.s must be added to the tjme measured. ,.,.,,,,,,:

directly on the time spectru-n. A, d.iagran showing the posj-tion in space of succesive

bursts of ganma and neutron pulses is given in figure ( O ).
once the velocity of the neutrons is deterruLned., the kinetic energy can be 

,.,..J,.,..
found by substi-tuting into the relativistic equation, :'1.:.:,:

Ex= Eî -Eo = *o""f
t Ic)z)ttt

I
vl( I -(
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fn this equation E* 1s the neutron kínetlc energy,

Eo ís the rest mass errerg:y,

Er is the total neutron energy,

qo t" the neutron rest mass, and .:

v Ls the neutron velocity.

As an example, for the case shornm in figure ( 6 ), the neutron velocity is
8.48 cm/nsec. This gives a value of g77.9 MeV for the totat energy which leaves 

,,

about 40 Mev of kinetic energy for a neutron rest mass of 9BB Mev.



l: . l

(+o )

Fisure (6)

Rnl_Ruvn po.stftoils_or )z ¡i¡io n pursns

FÍgnrre (6a) shows the positíon in space of the neutron and gamma pulses at ,..,.,

the moment a ganana is detected at the fi-ve metre mark. Dashed Lines show which

gamma corresponds to which neutron, Note that when the ,,th g.**u j-s detected, the

('.-1)thneutronis7,1nsec.avIayfromthedetector

Figure (6b) is a sketch of the resulting time spectrum. There is a 
l' '

tlt t,

7.1 nsec. separation between the neutron and the prompt gamma. This corresponds :

to a total flight time of 58.9 nsec. whi-ch would be the value used to calculate the

energy
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L EXPERII4EIITÀL RESULTS

The data which spans the energy rangie from twenty-five to forty-
three MeV v¡as compared to the alreacJy-published- clata and is shown plotteC ..:,: :::: ::.

'..''...':: :

in figure (7). The actual clata as ¡neasured. is given in Table III. Cross

sections for the carbon v¡ere obtained from published results.
The curve shown by the solid line is a smooth curve through the

'- _-. :.'

" points at 20 , 25 , 30, 40, and 50 t4eV given by the MacGreg,or phase 1

., shift tables. The plotted points on the averag:e are 3 to 5 millibarns r.,'

higher than this curve. Calcula-tions for the curve are given in
Appendix C.

I Agreement of results measured in this experiment with those

published by U.C. Davis in this energy range appears to be ggod within

.about l.sfo and the overall agreement among data from U.C. Davis, Canberra, ,,

Wisconsin (9) and Manitoba Ì¡etween 25 and 2B t4eV is excellent.
There are two conclusions that arise from the data presented in

figure (7). The first is that, the n-p cross section may norv be considered
.: . . . .. : .:.....

',i as well deterrnineC in this energy range to an accuracy of L.slÃ or bet,ter. '.:::.:j::"

the agreement, between the various published values ancl our own measurements.l: , ,

is within the errors. quotecl

The seconC result is the fact that the rneasured values are higher

than the phase shift cl.erived cross sections. White this clifference ::.;:.:r,.
' 't _ 

'' :....:.:.:
amounts to only abòut I.5%, it is consistent in that only one measured

point is below the curve. On the other hancl, fifteen are clearly above

it and three have error bars that overlap it, The conclusion woulc1 be

that the cur:ve is lovr b¡z about one to one and a half percent.
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TI\I]LE I ÏÏ

EI'IERGY
(MeV)

CROSS SECTION ENERGY
(Millibarns ) (MeV)

CIIOSS SECT]O}I
(1[i1libarns )

25 .60

26.87

26 .90

30.40

31 .96

s74.! t s.g

3s2,3 I g.O

s47 .s I g.+

303.0 ! 2.8

zer.0 t s.o

33,96

34.45

37,11

37 .87

42,8t

269.5 ! S.Z

26s.s 3 +.0

236.6 f g.O

223.t I S. g

199.7 à S,+

(
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Figure (7')

PLOT OF DATÀ

Data is shov¡n plottecì on a log-1og graph. Note that the mea.surec
points are consistantly above the curve.
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FURrrüR I.',2il.J,r\NAqI_gli oF -EIGURE (z)

Since figure (7) is a 1og-1og plot and one may want to read data off
:

, it or plot further data on it, the following equations for the x and y

co-ordinates are given.

x=37.67loSr'E-49.1

y = 57.67 logr0Ç _ fSO,OZ

where xry are in centjme-ters,

E j.s energy in MeV, and

Ç is cross section jn nrjillibarns.
r'--''\'

lhe y-axis goes from IB0 mb. at y= 0 to 400 mb, at y= Z0cm, The x_axj.s

is 20 MeV at x=0 and S0 MeV êt x=l5cm.
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Tire folloling two pages contaln the schematic diagrams for the tjm:ing

base used for the 8575 a¡rd for the dynode preamplifier.
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APPBI{DIX C

The total cross section was calculated fron the phase shifts by

thefo11olvingmethoc.ThecroSSsectionisgivenby:
(
\

oÉe = gJL I' ( 4np)
,K

where k is in the centre of mass frame. The values for o(¡pâfe'given by:

where the f;l are scattering ampliÈudes for zero degreeso.¿

i.e. f -cs is the singlet amplitude

f ,, is the triplet for pairecl spins ( ?1 or {.J )

and fo,o is the triplet for opposite spins ( tJ ) .

These were c]-etermined by sumrning over 1 values the various phase

shifts rvith their appropriate amplitud.es. The phase shifts 5 and the

coupling ratios ¿ used in the summations were listeC in the paper by

MacGregor.

*^f = ä [, 
fr,r + f,o,o + t=,*


